Only one unit to deploy for standard and accessible voting that also uses a single ballot path.

- Features a single unit for all your precinct voting needs - saving you time, money & storage space.
- Attractive and intuitive 19” touchscreen for easy navigation by poll workers and voters.
- Meets EAC security standards to preserve integrity and auditability.

Get in touch
1. 866. 654. VOTE (8683)
sales@dominionvoting.com
www.dominionvoting.com
FEATURES & BENEFITS

Streamline In-person Voting

- All-in-one tabulator and accessible ballot marking device, that is easier to maintain, store and transport while reducing annual operational costs.
- Clear voter messages to enable second-chance voting and minimize spoiled ballots.
- Features AuditMark® ballot image auditing capability that retains a secure digital image of every ballot cast.

Engineered Simplicity

- Designed to be plug-and-play, making it easier for poll workers to understand and set up.
- Intuitive 19” touchscreen for easy navigation.
- Reads single and double-sided ballots in all four orientations.
- Safely stores and tabulates hand-marked ballots and ballots marked using the ImageCast® X.

Universal Voting Technology

- Optional integrated ADA compliant configurations, providing all voters with privacy and independence.
- Everyone uses the same ballot on the same machine, eliminating the use of multiple machines when voting.
- A library of human-hand marks and writing is used to mark ballots, further protecting voter privacy.
Accessible, audio-visual ballot marking interface, supporting a range of assistive input devices, including ATI (Audio-Tactile Interface), sip-and-puff, paddles, etc., that can be used simultaneously with the touchscreen display on the ImageCast® Evolution.

The ImageCast® Evolution can continuously scan ballots while the optional secondary display is used for an accessible voting session.
The ImageCast® Evolution is the only all-in-one precinct-based optical scan tabulator featuring a fully integrated ballot-marking device, making it a universal voting system that provides genuine equal access to all voters, with the added benefit of having one unit for all of your precinct voting needs.